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SPOTLIGHT

A BRIGHT SPOT

The Project Cafe, a public art space in Ambavadi
in Gujarat, shapes new perspectives through a
progressive, cohesive design language.
Text by Shilpi Madan
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THE SPACE MIRRORS A RICH
FUSION OF CULTURE, AESTHETICS
AND TRADITIONS.

I

t is a cheerful collaboration between
the artistically inclined Drasty Shah
and Ekta Chopra, of Panache &
Partners. The Project Cafe in Ambavadi
emerges as a spot of sunshine, lively
in form and colour, creative and
dynamic in soul, with flowing lines in
structural design. A few months old,
the cafe arrives as a whiff of fresh air
that unravels across a rather tastefully
furnished 1024 sq ft on the first floor of
a 70-year-old, boutique bungalow. The
space merges food and art with retail
in a languid, easy space, blending cosy
comfort with the spiffy alertness of a
cleverly arranged exhibit area.
“The idea was to create a plain, open
canvas to highlight the work of artists,
while retaining the feel of the restored
place. We wanted to keep their
signatures undiluted, in the colourful
collusion that resulted,” says Drasty.
“The expertise of three talented
graduates from CEPT University,
Ahmedabad, who own Workshop Inc,
helped us in designing the entire area.
It was our urge to create a unique space
that brought about The Project Cafe.”
The dynamic retail display brings in a profusion of articles that experience
rearrangement all the time to enliven the space. The sling bags are by
Cord. The furniture is by Vintage Woodcraft.
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Form meets function

Pure white complexions the walls, with the
distemper made from white putty to “bring that
feeling of being in Santorini”. It makes for a ready
canvas to display the creations of artists, with each
work finding its own solitude in unison. “It is easier
on the maintenance as the distemper helps us
repaint the property every three months to keep
it flawless, since the artworks keep changing,”
shares Ekta. Quaint ship lamps, handcrafted bags,
distressed finish cabinets, giant vases and a rush
of garments and paintings dot the space, lending it
the combined soul of a gallery, store, museum and
cafe. Almost everything is on sale, from the crockery
to the chairs and tables to the artefacts. The stone
kota flooring brings in a simple, rustic, earthy feel
together with the woodsy accents that run through
the wooden shelves and partitions, clad in a natural,
walnut polish. A small, scenic balcony fringed by the
verdant adds to the calm appeal of The Project Cafe.
A pool of calm midst the humdrum of the big city.

THE PROJECT CAFE
PROVIDES A PLATFORM TO
UPCOMING ARTISTS.

A combination of
golden sunshine and
artificial light forms
the pulsating heart
of The Project Cafe.
An eclectic collection
thrives in the dinnerware
by Dirty Hands, colour
streaked chairs by
Vintage Woodcraft, the
vermilion and mango
hued artwork from the
house of Workshop
Inc, vases from Clay
Club and the concrete
lamps by Grey. The tiny,
effervescent balcony
carries China mosaic
flooring with folding
tables and chairs by
upcoming designers.
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